Two-Dimensional (2D) Nanomaterials towards Electrochemical Nanoarchitectonics in Energy-Related Applications
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Abstract
Designing nanoscale components and units into functional defined systems and materials has recently received attention as a nanoarchitectonics approach. In particular, exploration of nanoarchitectonics in two-dimensions (2D) has made great progress these days. Basically, 2D nanomaterials are a center of interest owing to the large surface areas suitable for a variety of surface active applications. The increasing demands for alternative energy generation have significantly promoted the rational design and fabrication of a variety of 2D nanomaterials since the discovery of graphene. In 2D nanomaterials, the charge carriers are confined along the thickness while being allowed to move along the plane. Owing to the large planar area, 2D nanomaterials are highly sensitive to external stimuli, a characteristic suitable for a variety of surface active applications including electrochemistry. Because of the unique
structures and multifunctionalities, 2D nanomaterials have stimulated great interest in the field of energy conversion and storage. This review highlights recent progress in the synthesis of a variety of 2D nanomaterials and their applications in energy conversion and storage. Finally, opportunities and some critical challenges in these fields are addressed.

1. Introduction

Energy management, including energy generation, conversion and storage is one of the most crucial and greatest challenges in the 21st century.1–17 Although these targets are in enormous earth-level scales, the most important key for scientific and technical efforts for the target is indeed control of nanoscale materials and structures.16–24 Not limited to the traditional nanotechnology concept, an emerging concept, nanoarchitectonics, fulfills more and more important tasks.25–31 This innovative concept was originally proposed by Masakazu Aono to induce a paradigm shift of nanoscale science through establishing methodologies for material architecture fabrication upon arranging nanoscale components. Although nanotechnology tends to handle nanoscale events individually, the nanoarchitectonics approaches are done upon harmonies of mutual interactions and components and finally create hyperfine structures from nanoscale building block components. Recently, the nanoarchitectonics concept has been applied in many research fields such as nano/molecular-scale control,32–35 fabrication and synthesis of nanstructured materials,36–40 physical device applications,41,42 sensors,43–46 environmental remediation,47,48 catalysis,49–51 dynamic processes52 and biological/biomedical applications.53–57 It also includes energy fields such as capacitors,58,59 batteries,60,61 and energy production.62 Discovery of useful nanocomponents would promote developments of this nanoarchitectonics approach. Indeed, recent key components are two-dimensional (2D) materials.

The discovery of graphene has generated great interest in 2D materials owing to the immense potential in both basic and applied research.63,64 Graphene exhibits many unconventional properties, such as large theoretical specific surface area,65 excellent optical transparency,66 high Young’s modulus,67 excellent thermal conductivity,68 ultrahigh carrier mobility at room temperature,69 integral quantum hall effect (IQHE)70 and other interesting characteristics like Dirac-cone structure.71 These interesting properties of graphene have generated tremendous interests in exploring other 2D nanomaterials with versatile properties such as metal dichalcogenides (TMDs; MoS2, TiS2, TaS2, WS2, MoSe2, WSe2, etc.)72–76 hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN),77 graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4),78 compounds of group-IV elements, binary group III–V materials,79 layered metal oxides, layered double hydroxides and many more (Figure 1).80,81 Non-layered types of 2D materials such as metals,82–85 metal organic frameworks,86,87 covalent organic frameworks,88 polymers,89,90 MXenes,91 black phos-
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of different kinds of 2D nanomaterials used in electrochemistry.
2D nanomaterials possess unique characteristics compared to other shapes of nanomaterials including zero-dimensional (0D) quantum dots (QDs), one-dimensional (1D) nanorods/nanowires, and three-dimensional (3D) networks or even the bulk counterparts. Although the charge carriers are confined along the thickness in 2D nanomaterials, they are allowed to move along the plane. This unique feature renders them appealing candidates for fundamental condensed matter studies and electronic device applications.63,94 Electronic properties can be precisely tuned by controlling the thickness of 2D nanomaterials, which is not possible in 0D, 1D and 3D nanomaterials. Importantly, the narrow thickness of 2D nanomaterials imposes mechanical flexibility and often optical transparency, which are promising properties for highly flexible and transparent optoelectronic devices. Additionally, the large planar area and narrow thickness generate high specific surface area suitable for surface active applications.72-81 Owing to the large surface area, 2D nanomaterials are highly sensitive to external stimuli, such as chemical modification, adsorption of other molecules or materials, chemical doping and mechanical deformation.72-81 These morphological advantages along with the outstanding properties make 2D nanomaterials promising in a wide range of applications including electrochemistry, catalysis, optoelectronics, energy storage and conversion, biomedicine, sensors and many more.

In the field of electrochemistry, 2D nanomaterials are promising candidates to enhance the efficiency of electrochemical sensing, electrochemical energy conversion and storage devices. The large surface area of 2D nanomaterials is highly suitable for electrochemical reactions. Additionally, the 2D nature facilitates the migration of photogenerated carriers thereby reducing the possibility of electron–hole recombination and potentially enhancing the electrochemical performance. In this review, we first describe the preparation methods of various 2D nanomaterials, since the synthesis route has strong influence on the materials properties. The description of fundamental electrochemical properties of the 2D materials with numerous applications in various electrochemical devices starting from energy generation and storage will be described successively.

2. Preparation and Properties

In recent times, enormous efforts have been devoted to explore a variety of reliable methods for the preparation of 2D nanomaterials and to explore the structure–property relationships along with suitable applications. Broadly, 2D nanomaterials have been developed using top-down and bottom-up approaches respectively. In top-down approaches, the van der Waals interaction between the stacked layers of layered bulk crystals is removed to obtain single- or few-layer 2D nanomaterials.95 To date, most ultrathin 2D nanomaterials are obtained from layered bulk crystals. These classes of materials consist of strong intraplane covalent bonding, though, with weak interplane van der Waals interactions. An example includes bulk graphite, which consists of weakly stacked graphene monolayers. The examples of the top-down methods include exfoliation of layered bulk crystals by mechanical cleavage in solid state,96-102 liquid phase exfoliation in solution phase,95,103-109 chemical and electrochemical ion-intercalation and exfoliation routes,110-118 selective etching and exfoliation and laser thinning technique.119 In bottom-up methods, the 2D nanomaterials are formed by the direct synthesis of precursors via chemical reactions routes. Two typical examples of bottom-up methods include chemical vapor deposition (CVD)120-124 and wet-chemical synthesis methods.82,125-131 In this section, we will highlight a few regularly used methods to produce ultrathin 2D nanomaterials using both the top-down and bottom-up approaches.

2.1 Mechanical Exfoliation Route. The mechanical exfoliation method is commonly referred to as the “Scotch-tape method”, since a single layer of 2D nanomaterial can be extracted from the layered bulk crystals using simple Scotch tape (Figure 2a).96-102 This method is effective in obtaining a single to hundreds of layers of the 2D nanomaterial at a time. Novoselov et al. first applied the mechanical exfoliation route to obtain a single-layer of graphene from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite crystal.69 Many other types of single- or multi-layered 2D nanomaterials have been obtained from their layered bulk crystals using this procedure. Example includes h-BN, 2D TMDs (MoS2, NbSe2, TiS2, TaS2, WS2, WSe2, TaSe2, etc.), Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox, metal oxides, BP, MoFs and many more.96-102 In this method, the fresh surface of a bulk layered crystal is first attached onto a piece of adhesive tape (Figure 2a). In the next step, the tape is peeled off from the surface to obtain the 2D nanomaterials. Repetitive peeling off the layers by means of the attached Scotch tape eventually yields a greater number of 2D nanomaterials. The resultant 2D nanomaterials can be transferred successively onto appropriate target surfaces (like silicon or silicon dioxide wafers) through wet or dry transfer routes. Imaging like atomic force microscopy (AFM), optical microscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) or structural tools like high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) have been used to characterize the 2D nanomaterials. Since the method cannot control the number of 2D nanomaterials at a time, mixtures of single and multiple layers are often found along with the thicker flakes. The simplest approach to detect these 2D nanomaterials is to use optical microscopy (Figure 2b) if the resolution permits. Mechanical exfoliation route has also been implied for preparing single and few-layers of other 2D nanomaterials like MoS2, WSe2, Bi2Te3, TaS2, and TaSe2, respectively.97-102

It is noteworthy to mention that the mechanical exfoliation method is effective if the bulk counterpart crystals are layered compounds. Since no chemical reaction occurs during the exfoliation process, the resultant 2D nanomaterials retain the same crystal structures of their bulk crystal and also remain stable under ambient conditions. The 2D nanosheets obtained using this route were initially used for studying fundamental and intrinsic properties and for the demonstration of electronic devices.96-102 However, this method has a few limitations; the production yield is quite low which restricts the applications particularly when a large amount of material is required. Additionally, size, shape and thickness of the exfoliated nanosheets are difficult to control. The size of the nanosheets may vary from a few nanometers to a few hundred micrometers. Moreover, a substrate is always necessary to support the nanosheets.
for realistic applications. Mandatorily, this method requires layered crystals of large dimensions.

The mechanical exfoliation method enables the isolation of single layer graphene with the thinnest dimension retaining the pristine graphene structure.\textsuperscript{132} Electronic,\textsuperscript{132–134} mechanical,\textsuperscript{67} and thermal properties of graphene have been initiated using this route.\textsuperscript{68,95} Pristine graphene isolated by mechanical exfoliation is expected to possess poor electrochemical activity.\textsuperscript{135} Recently, improved electron transfer kinetics of pristine graphene have been reported based on the corrugations on the graphene sheets.\textsuperscript{136} Since the electrochemical applications require a large quantity of material for electrode fabrication, the production yield of the mechanical exfoliation method has to be improved for realistic applications. The presence of a low number of defects on pristine graphene also inhibits the electron transfer properties required for the electrochemical processes. In fact, it was reported that electron transfer events occur about 10\textsuperscript{9} times faster at defects or edge-states of carbon materials compared to the defect-free sites.\textsuperscript{137} Hence, other fabrication methods to produce 2D nanomaterials have been explored for electrochemical applications.

2.2 Liquid Exfoliation Route. Mechanical exfoliation results in 2D nanomaterials with minimal structural alteration of their layered bulk counterpart. However, this process has been carried out in solid state. Alternatively, liquid exfoliation method can be used to exfoliate layered bulk crystals to obtain 2D nanosheets directly in solvents.\textsuperscript{95,103–113} Similar to the mechanical exfoliation route, an external stimulation force (sonication in general) is required in liquid exfoliation to extract the layered structures from their bulk crystals (Figure 2c). Nanosheets of graphene, h-BN, TMDs, metal oxides (like \( \text{WO}_3 \)), metal hydroxides, MOFs, BP have been obtained using liquid exfoliation.\textsuperscript{95,103–113} Sonication imparts mechanical forces in the liquid phase, which eventually break the interlayer van der Waals interaction retaining the covalent bonding in the layers. This implies that the efficiency of exfoliation can be increased by comparably matching the surface tension of the solvent with the surface tension of the layer bulk crystal.

Solution phase exfoliation of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) was achieved by minimizing the energy loss during exfoliation process using solvents with surface tensions of \( \sim 40 \text{ mN m}^{-2} \).\textsuperscript{103} Hernandez et al. obtained graphene sheets in \( N \)-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) solvent.\textsuperscript{103} Blake et al. prepared a graphene suspension by ultrasonication of HOPG in \( N,N \)-dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent.\textsuperscript{138} The effect of polarity of organic solvents has also been investigated in detail for the liquid exfoliation method.\textsuperscript{139} Eventually, the solvent plays an important role in stabilizing the exfoliated nanosheets by preventing stacking and aggregation. Hence, organic solvents are widely used for efficient exfoliation rather than aqueous solvent, which is prone to induce other physical interactions. However, aqueous solutions containing polymer or surfactant were found to be effective for the liquid exfoliation process. In these cases, polymer or surfactant stabilizes the exfoliated nanosheets when separated from the bulk crystals in aqueous medium.\textsuperscript{106} The exfoliation of graphite in aqueous solutions in the presence of sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS), sodium cholate (SC),\textsuperscript{140} and 1-pyrenecarboxylic acid were

---

**Figure 2.** (a) Schematic illustration of the Scotch-tape method to exfoliate 2D nanomaterials mechanically. (b) Digital photograph of large multilayer graphene flake with thickness \( \sim 3 \text{ nm} \) in normal white light. Ref. 69: Science 2004, 306, 666. (c) Schematic illustration of the ultrasonication-assisted liquid-phase exfoliation process of 2D nanomaterials.
reported using a sonication approach. However, percussion is required in this method since the use of additional surfactants as exfoliating agents may alter the pristine properties of the resulting nanosheets.

The advantage of liquid exfoliation over the solid exfoliation process lies in simplicity and scaling up the yield of 2D nanomaterials at low cost. Paton et al. explored a high-shear mixing technique of graphite in NMP to obtain graphene nanosheets in large scale. They have observed that the exfoliation process starts above a shear rate of \(10^4\) s\(^{-1}\). They also succeeded in producing other 2D materials like MoS\(_2\), BN, WS\(_2\), MoSe\(_2\) and MoTe\(_2\) following the liquid exfoliation route using the bulk-layered crystals of corresponding materials. Li et al. obtained a single layer of graphene using disulphuric acid and tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBA) intercalated graphite in DMF by the ultra-sonication route. However, the yield of single-layer nanosheets obtained by these methods needs to be improved. Another drawback of sonication is that it relies on breaking the nanosheets into small and inhomogeneous pieces. Valles et al. showed that breaking of nanocrystals may be prevented using preliminary intercalation of graphite with potassium, followed by a spontaneous exfoliation in NMP. Behabtu et al. showed that concentrated single layer graphene can be produced through spontaneous exfoliation of HOPG in chlorosulfonic acid. Hence, the liquid exfoliation method is restricted in terms of the yield and the lateral dimensions of the 2D nanomaterials in terms of the uncontrolled surface area. The solution phase liquid exfoliation method to obtain 2D nanomaterials is certainly an appealing approach. However, the limitations of the quality, dimension and production yield of nanosheets need to be improved. Most of the exfoliated nanosheets remain in a multilayer structure; low reaction yields and lesser control over the dimension of the nanosheets are the major issues to be addressed. The presence of impurities may also affect the electrochemical properties of the 2D nanomaterials. Additionally, the toxic organic solvents and the surfactants used in the exfoliation process are undesirable. Hence, there remains scope for further optimization of the process to achieve high yield product with superior control over the shapes of the 2D nanomaterials.

2.3 Chemical, Electrochemical Ion-Intercalation and Exfoliation. The van der Waals interaction between the adjacent layers of a bulk-layered material can be weakened by the intercalation of ions in the interlayers. Ions like Li\(^+\), F\(^-\), and Ni\(^{2+}\) or compounds like sulfuric acid have been used to prepare intercalated graphite by electrochemical methods previously. Electrochemical isolation of 2D nanomaterials from layered bulk materials has regained interest after the discovery of graphene. In electrochemical exfoliation, cathodic or anodic potentials are applied in aqueous or organic electrolytes. A bulk layered material (2D nanomaterial to be exfoliated) works as an electrode in the presence of auxiliary (usually Pt) and reference (Standard calomel electrode (SCE) or Ag/AgCl) electrodes (Figure 3a). The layered bulk material is oxidized upon the application of a positive potential causing the intercalation of negatively charged ions from solution into the interlayers of bulk material. In the next step, the application of a negative potential facilitates the exfoliation process by taking out the ions, which supports separation of 2D nanosheets from the bulk material (Figure 3a).

Figure 3. (a) Electrochemical lithiation and exfoliation process for the fabrication of 2D nanomaterials from the layered bulk crystals. (b) Digital photographs of obtained 2D nanosheet dispersions. (c) AFM image of typical large area MoS\(_2\) nanosheets deposited on Si/SiO\(_2\) substrates. Ref. 113: Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2011, 50, 11093. (d) Schematic illustration of electrochemical expansion of graphite. Ref. 154: J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 17896.
bulk graphite have been fabricated using the electrochemical route in sulfuric acid or poly(styrenesulfonate) medium.\textsuperscript{149,150} Sodium dodecyl sulfate molecules have been intercalated into graphitic layers by the application of a positive potential of +2 V followed by reversal of the bias potential to −1 V, which facilitate the exfoliation process. This route yields 2D graphene flakes with an average size of 500 nm in the form of mono-layers of graphene.\textsuperscript{151}

Ion-intercalation and electrochemical exfoliation methods have been also used to fabricate other 2D nanosheets from their layered bulk crystals. The examples include h-BN, MoS\textsubscript{2}, WS\textsubscript{2}, TiS\textsubscript{2}, TaS\textsubscript{2}, ZrS\textsubscript{2}, NbSe\textsubscript{2}, WSe\textsubscript{2}, Sb\textsubscript{2}Se\textsubscript{3}, and Bi\textsubscript{2}Te\textsubscript{3} (Figures 3b and 3c).\textsuperscript{113–116} The yields of product using this route are high and yields over 90% for MoS\textsubscript{2} and TaS\textsubscript{2} nanosheets have been reported. Organometallic compounds such as butyllithium and metal naphthenide (metals = Li, Na, K) were used as intercalators in these cases.\textsuperscript{111,112,117} The sonication of intercalated compounds also has resulted in the formation of single- or few-layer nanosheets.\textsuperscript{113–118} When layered bulk crystals are immersed in intercalator solution, cations can intercalate into the interlayer spacing of the crystal. Sonication of these ion-intercalated crystals in aqueous phase produces single- or few-layer nanosheets.

Nonoxidized 2D nanosheets can be generated using cathodic reduction/intercalation, retaining the structure. By applying a negative potential, positive ion intercalation process can be achieved. Morales et al. reported on the uses of perchloric acid as an electrolyte, where both the intercalation of \( \text{H}_3\text{O}^+ \) ion at negative potential and perchlorate anion at positive potential were observed.\textsuperscript{152} A microwave treatment was performed after the electrochemical process to thermally expand the intercalated layers to obtain 2D nanosheets. Recently, two-stage processes have been reported to improve the yield of the exfoliation process (Figure 3d).\textsuperscript{153} In this route, an initial expansion of graphite occurs in a Li\textsuperscript{+}-containing electrolyte followed by a second expansion step in a tetra-n-butylammonium electrolyte. The advantage of this route relies on the application of low potential and ultrasonication treatment is not required to obtain a dispersion of the nanosheets. A direct electrochemical functionalization with aryl diazonium salt with graphite was also demonstrated to obtain functionalized graphene sheets.\textsuperscript{153} Li\textsuperscript{+} ion intercalation in TMD crystals can induce phase transformation from the semiconducting 2H phase to the metallic 1T phase during the exfoliation process.\textsuperscript{111,114} The phase engineering of 2D TMDs offers opportunities for realizing promising applications in electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution, low contact resistance field-emission transistors and high performance electrochemical supercapacitors.\textsuperscript{154}

Electrochemical exfoliation methods have several advantages over other exfoliation routes. First, these methods are environmental friendly and the method can be performed under ambient conditions. Secondly, this method offers fabrication and yield of 2D nanomaterials by controlling the applied potential. However, the disadvantage of this method lies in controlling the homogeneous size and layer distribution of the resultant nanosheets. Additionally, this process is highly irreversible. Moreover, the use of anodic potentials to intercalate ions often results in unwanted oxidation while the introduction of oxygen functional groups disrupts the sp\textsuperscript{2}-hybridized carbon network of graphite. The structural damage and the presence of oxygen functional groups influence the electrochemical properties of the nanosheets. The use of surfactants and polymers in this process may cause irreversible functionalization of the nanosheets which affects electrochemical behaviors.\textsuperscript{122} In the case of intercalation by organometallic compounds, the experimental process often requires high temperatures and long reaction times.\textsuperscript{111,112} Hence, the preparation process of the electrochemical intercalation method is mild compared to other reported routes.

2.4 Chemical Oxidation, Exfoliation, and Reduction. In this route, chemical species within the interlayer spacing of bulk-layered crystal are intercalated followed by a decomposition process that forces separation of the layers. Oxidative intercalation is a well-established method to separate graphitic layers by means of a strong oxidizing agent. The bulk graphite layered crystal is oxidized by a mixture of potassium permanganate and concentrated sulfuric acid. This process expands the interlayer spacing significantly due to the oxidation and reduces the interlayer strength between adjacent graphene layers. Finally, 2D graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets can be obtained upon applying ultrasonication.\textsuperscript{155} However, abundant oxygen containing functional groups remain on the surfaces of GO nanosheets obtained by this route.\textsuperscript{156,157} Resultant GO sheets can be reduced to obtain reduced graphene oxide (rGO) sheets by removal of the functional groups from the surfaces.\textsuperscript{156} This method is basically a modified Hummers method, which is widely used for the synthesis of graphene sheets.\textsuperscript{158,159}

Notably, the reduction of GO sheets has been achieved by using other routes including chemical reduction, thermal annealing, photochemical reduction and electrochemical reduction.\textsuperscript{158} Both the GO and rGO sheets are graphene derivatives, however, exhibiting different electronic properties. While graphene is highly conductive, GO is an insulating material. Post synthesis treatments can improve the conductivity of GO, however, to a much lower level than the pristine graphene. The different electronic, chemical and surface properties of GO and rGO sheets make them a different class of nanomaterials with different electronic properties. The presence of functional groups including hydroxyls, epoxides, carbonyls, quinones, and carboxylic acids on their surface allows further chemical functionalization.\textsuperscript{76,118,160–165} Because of these oxygen-containing groups, the electrochemistry of rGO not only influences on the heterogeneous electron transfer rate but also on the adsorption/desorption of molecules, which takes place before and after the electrochemical reaction.

2.5 Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD). The CVD method is widely used to prepare 2D nanomaterials on solid substrates.\textsuperscript{82,120–143} In this route, the precursors are allowed to react or decompose at high temperature and high vacuum conditions to grow 2D nanomaterials on solid substrates. This method produces highly crystalline 2D nanomaterials with flexible size and thickness. CVD has been utilized to prepare a wide variety of 2D nanosheets including graphene, TMDs, h-BN, In\textsubscript{2}Se\textsubscript{3}, Bi\textsubscript{2}Se\textsubscript{3} and metal oxides.\textsuperscript{120–124} Recently, high-quality large area, single/few layer graphene has been reported by Novoselov et al. using CVD method. CVD grown graphene shows excellent prospects for fabricating transistors, transparent conductive electrodes, electrochemical devices, and corrosion-inhibiting...
coatings. However, the electronic and structural properties are still inferior compared to mechanically exfoliated graphene. Synthesis of large area uniform MoS2 nanosheets on top of SiO2/Si substrates has been reported by Lee et al. utilizing CVD using MoO3 and S powders as precursor (Figures 4a and 4b). These authors have observed a similar layer growth behavior of WS2 on solid substrates, which were treated with graphene-like molecules (Figure 4c). Recently highly crystalline WS2 nanosheets with domain size exceeding 50 × 50 µm2 on sapphire substrate have been reported using chemical vapor deposition (Figures 4d and 4e). Such a large area 2D nanomaterial holds importance for a variety of practical applications based on planar materials. The limitation of CVD lies in the requirement of high temperature, vacuum conditions and requirement of specific solid substrate to support the growth of 2D nanomaterials. Hence, growing 2D materials on flexible substrates at low temperature and vacuum conditions using this technique is a future challenge.

2.6 Wet-Chemical Synthesis. The chemical synthesis route of 2D nanosheets using precursors is one of the best techniques using the bottom-up approach. This route has been widely used through template synthesis, solvothermal synthesis and colloidal synthesis of 2D nanomaterials. In this route, surfactants are commonly used to control the size, shape and morphology and to impose stability of the as-synthesized nanosheets. Numerous 2D nanomaterials such as graphene, h-BN, g-C3N4, TMDs, metals, metal oxides, metal chalcogenides, LDHs, MOFs, COFs and polymers have been synthesized using this approach. Metal 2D nanosheets such Au, Pd, and Rh; metal oxides including TiO2, CeO2, In2O3, SnO2, and Fe2O3, as well as metal chalcogenides (PbS, CuS, SnSe, ZnSe, ZnS, and CdSe) were synthesized by route. Huang et al. reported the hexagonal palladium (Pd) nanosheets by using carbon monoxide as surface coating agent (Figures 5a and 5b). Thickness of these nanosheets lie within 10 atomic layers. These nanosheets exhibit faster electrocatalytic activity for oxidation of formic acid compared to commercially available palladium black catalyst. Gao et al. reported β-Co(OH)2 nanosheets with five-atoms layer thickness by an oriented-attachment technique. Solid-state supercapacitor behavior was obtained allowing an opportunity to realize a supercapacitor at the atomic level. Metal chalcogenide nanosheets of PbS were realized by collective coalescence of PbS nanowires at an air–water interface with the aid of surface pressure using the Langmuir–Blodgett technique (Figure 5c). PbS nanowires were first synthesized using single molecular precursor in trioctylamine surfactants.

A bottom-up synthesis method to generate a series of nonlayered metal oxide nanosheets including TiO2, ZnO, Co3O4, WO3, Fe2O3 and MnO2 in solution phase have been reported by Sun et al. using lamellar reverse micelles (Figures 5d–5f). This transition metal oxide nanosheets contains high surface area and high chemical activity with quantum confinement effect. Solvothermal methods have been used to synthesize zinc chalcogenide nanosheets with a lateral size of ~500 nm with a thickness of ~0.9 nm. Lamellar organic–inorganic intermediates, (Zn3Se2)(n-propylamine) were first synthesized and the hybrid intermediates were exfoliated by sonication route to obtain freestanding ZnSe nanosheets. The wet-chemical synthesis route allows high reaction yield, easy size and shape control, low cost production of 2D nanosheets. Moreover, the size and shape of 2D nanosheets can be controlled using this route in an easier manner compared to other methods. However, the synthesis route is inherently complicated in terms of understanding the final product. This is because of several reaction parameters such as reaction temperature, reaction time,
concentration of precursors, surfactants and solvents, which control the final morphology of the desired product.

3. Application of 2D Nanomaterials in Electrochemistry

2D nanostructures of metals and metal oxides have been widely used as catalysts for clean energy generation and storage applications.\(^{167,168}\) However, metal-based catalysts are costly to use and they also show low selectivity and durability. Carbonaceous materials are relatively inexpensive metal-free catalysts and are an alternative to the bench mark Pt catalysts.\(^{169}\) For instance, graphene and its derivatives have been extensively studied as electrode materials due to exceptional physicochemical and electronic properties. Transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) (such as MoX\(_2\) and WX\(_2\)) are another class of interesting materials for catalytic applications. In this section, we will overview the recent advancement of 2D nanomaterials for catalysis including electrocatalysis, heterogeneous catalysis and energy storage.

3.1 2D Nanomaterials for Energy Conversion. The performance of an electrochemical device depends on the effectiveness of surface reaction through electronic transport and kinetic reactions. The electrochemical oxidation of small organic molecules such as methanol, formic acid, glucose etc. has been studied widely for low-temperature fuel cells.\(^{170,171}\) Direct alcohol fuel cells are attractive for mobile and portable applications such as transportation and electrical power generation.\(^{172}\) The bench mark catalysts, carbon supported platinum (Pt/C) fuel cells face deficiencies in terms of slow oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) rate, in addition to the higher cost of platinum. Moreover, low catalytic efficiency due to CO poisoning and thermal instability requires resolution for realistic fuel cell application.\(^{173}\) Highly active catalysts for the ORRs in efficient clean energy conversion in fuel cells and batteries have long been the key to optimize the performance of these devices. In order to maximize the use of metal catalysts, Pt nanomaterials supported with low cost porous materials have been utilized to reduce the expensive Pt material consumption. Graphene and graphene derivative such GO and rGO are important materials as carbon supports for electrocatalysts for enhancing electrochemical performance during fuel oxidation.\(^{161,174}\) Graphene exhibits a wide potential window of 2.5 V in 0.1 M phosphate buffer neutral solution, which is comparable to the traditional glassy carbon electrode (GCE). In this regards, graphene with 2D planar structure employed as a substrate for growing and anchoring noble metal NPs and alloyed metallic NCs, including Pt,\(^{175-177}\) Au,\(^{178}\) Pd,\(^{179}\) PtPd,\(^{180}\) and PtRu\(^{181}\) to realize high performance electrocatalytic devices (Figure 6a). Zhang et al. developed polyelectrolyte poly(dimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) induced reduction of exfoliated graphite oxide as a facile route to the synthesis of soluble graphene nanosheets.\(^{182}\)

For example, Figure 6b illustrates a wrinkled thin sheet of graphene and the corresponding SAED shows well-defined six-fold-symmetry in diffraction patterns from the graphene nanosheets (inset of Figure 6b). Highly dispersed Pd nanoparticles have been synthesized on the surface of graphene nanosheets (Figure 6c). The Pd/graphene composite demonstrates excellent catalytic activity for electro-oxidation of formic acid (HCOOH) in comparison to commercially available Pd/XC-72 catalyst. Chronoamperometry curves suggested that Pd/graphene composite is a better catalyst than Pd/XC-72 toward HCOOH oxidation. Additionally, GO and rGO can be used as an alternative carbon support for achieving enhanced...
The electrochemical performance of catalysts.\cite{161,174} High surface area, superior charge carrier mobility and excellent conductivity of graphene and its derivatives have made them ideal substrates for growing various metal and metal oxide nanocomposites.\cite{187,183-186}

An interesting route to synthesize indium tin oxide (ITO) nanocrystals directly on functionalized graphene sheets was reported by Kou et al.\cite{187} A stable metal–metal oxide–graphene triple junction for electrocatalysis applications has also been reported. For example, Pt-ITO-graphene demonstrated superior catalytic activity for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) with high mass activity (108 A g\(^{-1}\) Pt) and improved stability. The mass activity of Pt-ITO-graphene decreases to 84 A g\(^{-1}\) Pt retaining 77.8\% activity even after accelerated degradation test protocol. In this case, the defects and functional groups on graphene play an important role in stabilizing the catalysts as suggested by DFT calculations. Ghosh et al. demonstrated graphene nanosheets in combination with Nafion to improve the electrocatalytic activity and durability of Pt catalysts for alcohol fuel cells.\cite{188} In this context, it is worthy of mention that graphene sheets act as 2D substrate to prevent NPs aggregation within the nanocomposites.\cite{176,189-193}

Recently, Ghosh et al. also developed a radiolytic synthesis of mono-metallic and multi-metallic nanoparticles on graphene nanosheets.\cite{194} The graphene supported gold-based multi-metallic nanocomposites are used as a highly effective electrocatalyst for glucose fuel cells producing electricity. Similarly, the hybrids with non-precious metal or metal oxides such as iron and cobalt can be used for enhancing the catalytic activity. Moreover, graphene nanosheets can be utilized as metal-free catalysts with superior physicochemical properties and good stability under harsh environments for electrocatalysis of oxygen.\cite{195-197} Further, carbon materials doped with heteroatoms such as boron, nitrogen and phosphorus have become the focus of ORR catalysts due to their high catalytic activity and improved stability. A schematic illustration of ORR is shown in Figure 7a. Recent studies have shown the use of heteroatom (such as N, S and P) doped graphene nanosheets for the efficient ORR applications.\cite{198-200}

Carbon nanostructures and their doping or surface modifications are suitable for tailor made catalytic applications. Dai and co-workers developed edge-rich dopant-free graphene by a one-step and four-electron pathway as efficient ORR electrocatalyst.\cite{201,202} The onset potential of the ORR on an untreated graphene electrode is at 0.76 V (vs. RHE) with the cathodic reduction peak at around 0.59 V (vs. RHE). In contrast, the onset potential and reduction peak of the edge-rich graphene (P–G) shifted positively to around 0.87 and 0.70 V (vs. RHE). The shift of the onset potential and the reduction peak potential of the ORR clearly demonstrated a significant enhancement in the ORR electrocatalytic activity of the edge-rich graphene relative to the pristine graphene electrode. Notably, the size effect of graphene on ORR catalysis was demonstrated by Deng et al.\cite{203} The catalytic activity was found to increase for the smaller size of graphene at different fixed voltages. Jeon et al. developed edge-functionalized graphite (EFG) doped with nitrogen, which exhibited better ORR activity than its counterparts.\cite{204} They have also shown that nanoribbons of boron and nitrogen substituted graphene serve as efficient electrocatalysts for ORR. These Co-doped composites showed the highest onset and half-wave potentials among the reported metal-free catalysts compared to commercially available Pt/C catalyst. The excellent electrocatalytic properties were attributed to the abundant edges of boron and nitrogen Co-doped graphene nanoribbons. It significantly reduces the energy barriers of the ORR reaction as evidenced from first-principles calculations.\cite{205}

Graphitic carbon nitride (g-C\(_3\)N\(_4\)) is another carbonaceous material with a planar phase analogous to graphite. The g-C\(_3\)N\(_4\) possesses interesting properties such as appropriate bandgap, rich density of states at band edge, rich Lewis basic functions,

![Figure 6](image_url)
Brønsted basic functions and H-bonding motif for the electrocatalysis. Lyth et al. reported ORR catalytic activity of g-C3N4 with a higher onset potential of 0.69 V (vs. NHE) compared to 0.45 V for a carbon black reference electrode (XC-72R, Cabot).206 Yang et al. reported sandwich patterned g-C3N4 as metal-free electrocatalysts for ORR.207 Excellent performance was realized owing to the easy access of oxygen atoms on the catalyst surface and the rapid diffusion of electrons in the electrode. However, the electrocatalysis process showed relatively low current density for the carbon nitride electrode due to poor electric conductivity. To enhance the electron transfer efficiency, Zheng et al. incorporated g-C3N4 into mesoporous carbon which exhibits an improved catalytic activity.208 Mesoporous carbon modified g-C3N4 demonstrated a kinetic-limiting current density of 11.3 mA/cm² at −0.6 V for a nearly 100% four electron ORR process with superior methanol tolerance (Figure 7b). As prepared catalyst exhibited high stability and a high relative current of 92.2% persisted for prolonged time. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) also reveals reliability with less than 10% cathodic current loss during ~10,000 continuous potential cycles (Figure 7c). Additionally, cathodic ORR current under 0.3 V did not show a significant change after sequential addition of methanol. This indicates that ORR performance was not affected by the addition of methanol which is a frequent problem in the case of benchmark Pt based catalysts (Figure 7d). This exceptional stability was attributed to the homogeneous interactions of the g-C3N4 catalyst with CMK-3 support.

Oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) are similar to the ORR for metal–air batteries and electrochemical water-splitting systems. In contrast to Pt-based metal catalysts,209,210 metal oxides (e.g., iridium, vanadium oxides) are frequently used in fuel cells and lithium–air batteries.211–214 Alternatively, Zheng et al. demonstrated graphitic-carbon nitride supported by nitrogen-doped graphene (g-C3N4@NG) as a metal-free HER catalyst with an unexpected hydrogen evolution reaction activity.215 Graphitic carbon nitride nanosheet–carbon nanotube 3D porous composites (g-C3N4 NS–CNT) display higher catalytic OER activity and stronger durability than Ir-based noble-metal catalysts.216 The excellent OER activity of g-C3N4 NS–CNT originates from high N content of active sites and unique porous architecture that facilitates mass transport and superior electron conductivity due to strong coupling between the g-C3N4 NSs and CNTs.

Molybdenum (Mo) based catalysts have been widely explored in HER as they meet the criteria of a low-cost, abundant and non-polluting catalyst.217 The schematic illustration shows the evolution of H2 (HER) gas at cathode and evolution of O2 (OER) gas in anode in presence of suitable electrocatalyst and electrolyte (Figure 8a). Specifically, 2D MoS2 with a single layer comprising two mono atomic planes of hexagonally

Figure 7. (a) Schematic representation of ORR in presence of electrocatalyst. (b) LSV of various electrocatalysts on RDE at 1500 rpm in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH solution. (c) Current-time (i versus t) chronoamperometric response of g-C3N4@CMK-3 at 0.3 V; inset represents cyclic voltamograms under continuous potentiodynamic sweeps. (d) Chronoamperometric responses of Pt/C and g-C3N4@CMK-3 at 0.3 V in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH solution without methanol and with methanol. Ref. 208: J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2011, 33, 20116.
arranged sulphur atoms linked to molybdenum atoms, revealed promising results as HER catalysts.\textsuperscript{205,218,219} Interestingly, 2D MoS\(_2\) nanosheets possess enhanced active sites compared to its bulk counterpart. Consequently, defect containing sheets of MoS\(_2\) showed better catalytic activity due to the larger number of exposed edges.\textsuperscript{210} Jaramillo et al. reported different sizes of MoS\(_2\) nanomaterials on Au(111).\textsuperscript{220} Polygon morphology with conducting edge states on the Au surface was observed (Figure 8b). Electrocatalytic activity for hydrogen evolution correlates linearly with the number of edge sites on the MoS\(_2\) catalyst. The volcano-type relations observed for MoS\(_2\) polymorphs and the exchange current density as a function of the DFT-calculated free energy of adsorption of hydrogen was determined to be +0.08 eV for the MoS\(_2\) edge. MoS\(_2\) structures possess high surface area and a conductive reduced oxide core, which are useful for high catalytic activity. However, an inert basal plane reducing the available active edge sites during the synthesis of MoS\(_2\) imposes a barrier to this system. This results in lowering the catalytic activity for HER beneath the theoretically achievable limit. Chemical modification of the MoS\(_2\) inert basal planes helped increasing the charge carrier concentration for the further improvement in electrocatalytic activity.

Cummins and co-workers exposed MoS\(_2\) 2D sheets to dilute hydrazine (N\(_3\)H\(_4\)) to improve catalytic activity towards HER.\textsuperscript{221} A significant improvement in catalytic activity with a 10-fold increase in current density (\(\sim2\) to 22 mA cm\(^{-2}\)) was observed. This result demonstrates one of the lowest reported HER overpotentials (\(\sim\)100 mV versus the reversible hydrogen electrode, RHE) for any MoS\(_2\) architecture. The MoS\(_2\) powder consists of several tens of molecular MoS\(_2\) layers in random orientations. The linear voltammetry plot shows poor catalytic activity for the HER. However, the hydrazine treatment improves both the current density and HER activity (Figure 8c). Tafel analysis shows a decrease in the Tafel slope of the pure 2H-MoS\(_2\) particles indicating an increase in proton absorption onto the catalysis surface (Figure 8d). A decrease in the charge transfer resistance showed improved conductivity after the hydrazine treatment. Hydrazine acts as an electron dopant in MoS\(_2\) increasing its conductivity, which leads to improved electrocatalytic performance. Voiry et al. reported monolayers of chemically exfoliated WS\(_2\) sheets as efficient catalysts for hydrogen evolution with very low overpotentials which are consistent with MoS\(_2\) edges.\textsuperscript{222} The bulk powder of WS\(_2\) exhibits poor catalytic activity. The enhanced electrocatalytic activity of WS\(_2\) is associated with the high concentration of the strained metallic 1T (octahedral) phase in the exfoliated WS\(_2\) nanosheets.

The effects of transition metal doping in metal dichalcogenide electronic structures have been carried out to enhance the intrinsic catalytic activity of MoS\(_2\) by altering the free energy of hydrogen adsorption (\(\Delta G_H\)) on the edges. Chua et al. studied the effects of doping using powder Mo, W, Nb, Ta, and
Table 1. Summary of 2D materials for applications in catalysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2D material</th>
<th>Catalytic system</th>
<th>Performance or parameter</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2D metal crystals (for example Pd) Graphene with defects Graphene doped with other heteroatoms (such as N, B, S, P, O or metal) Graphitic C$_3$N$_4$ (g-$\text{C}_3\text{N}_4$)</td>
<td>Electrocatalytic oxidation of formic acid Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in alkaline conditions ORR in alkaline conditions ORR in alkaline conditions Electrocatalytic water-splitting</td>
<td>Activity is 2.5 times that of Pd black catalyst Carbon atoms at edges or defects act as additional active sites Catalytic activity is comparable to Pt/C Heteroatoms can affect the charge distribution and electronic states of carbon atoms and hence both hetero- and carbon atoms act as active sites A kinetic current of 7.3 mA cm$^{-2}$, superior to that of commercial Pt/C Activity of both the hydrogen and oxygen evolution can be enhanced</td>
<td>82, 201, 203, 204, 205, 206–208, 215, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D pure transition metal dichalcogenides (such as MoS$_2$, WS$_2$) and heterostructures based on 2D nanocrystals</td>
<td>Electrocatalytic HER in acidic medium Electrocatalytic HER</td>
<td>Edges of pure MoS$_2$ are considered to be the active sites. Dopant heteroatoms can enhance the activity of the surface S atoms Enhance the HER activity Charge transfer between different layers can modify electronic properties and reactivity</td>
<td>220, 237, 225, 236, 238, 239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S on MoS$_2$ and WS$_2$ layered TMDs for both HER and ORR with p-dopants Nb and Ta. The doping in MoS$_2$ and WS$_2$ showed significant effects in the catalytic activity for the HER and ORR (Figure 9). The lowest observed overpotential (the potential at which the redox process is experimentally observed) is 0.61 V (versus RHE) for undoped MoS$_2$ (Figure 9a). The doped TMDs (MoS$_2$ and WS$_2$) are catalytically more effective compared to their undoped counterparts for the HER. A comparison of the overpotential at a current density of $-10$ mA cm$^{-2}$ is shown in Figure 9a. This suggests that the overpotential at $-10$ mA cm$^{-2}$ is the lowest for the MoS$_2$ compounds, followed by the WS$_2$ group. It has been found that the doped materials have a higher overpotential than their respective undoped TMDs for HER. Tafel analysis reveals that Nb-doped TMDs have a lower Tafel slope in comparison to Ta-doped TMDs. The doped WS$_2$ results in a decrease in Tafel slope (Figure 9b). This trend was not observed for MoS$_2$. On the other hand, doped MoS$_2$ and doped WS$_2$ both were able to catalyze the ORR (Figure 9c). Doped TMDs are more catalytic in comparison to bare glassy carbon (GC) showing a more positive onset potential.

Enhanced performances have also been observed on MoS$_2$/graphene, MoO$_3$/MoS$_2$, and MoS$_2$/Au composite catalysts for H$_2$ production. Efforts have been made to explore efficient electrocatalysts by using earth-abundant 3d metal (Co, Ni etc.) chalcogenides. Kong et al. also observed HER activities from various polycrystalline transition metal dichalcogenide (MX$_2$, M = Fe, Co, Ni; X = S, Se) films, especially from the CoSe$_2$. Similarly, Gao et al. developed a highly active and stable HER electrocatalyst in acidic electrolyte based on quasi-amorphous MoS$_2$-coated CoSe$_2$ hybrid with an onset potential close to commercially available Pt catalyst (Johnson–Matthey, 20 wt% Pt/XC-72). A small Tafel slope of $\sim36$ mV per decade with no current loss after long-term chronoamperometry measurements reveal robust performance amongst the noble-metal-free HER electrocatalysts. Electrocatalytic applications (oxidation of acids, ORR, OER and HER) of various 2D nanomaterials including pure metals, graphene with defects, heteroatom-doped graphene, graphitic carbon nitrides, pure transition-metal dichalcogenides and heterostructures based on 2D nanocrystals are summarized in Table 1.

3.2 Energy Storage. The development of novel functional materials for energy storage is of great importance to fulfill the increasing demand for energy. Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are promising electrochemical devices for powering port-
Figure 10. (a) Schematic illustration showing decomposition of metal acetylacetonate to metal oxide nanoparticles followed by the adsorption on graphene and aggregation. (b) CV curves of graphene/Fe$_3$O$_4$, graphene/Mn$_3$O$_4$, and graphene/CoO composites. (c) Long-term cycling performance of a graphene/Mn$_3$O$_4$ composite with 10 wt% PVDF. Ref. 262: Green Chem. 2012, 14, 371.


ble electronic devices, laptops and electric vehicles. On the other hand, supercapacitors are key devices of energy storage due to their high specific capacitance, high power density, ultrafast charging–discharging rate, superior cycle lifetime and extremely low internal discharge. 2D nanomaterials including graphene, graphene-like materials, such MXenes and transition-metal dichalcogenide (TMDs) have been explored to develop supercapacitors with enhanced electrochemical performance. Graphene-based electrochemical supercapacitors have shown high energy, powder densities and higher Li-storage capacity. These results are associated with the higher ultrathin specific surface area and excellent electronic conductivity to accommodate large number Li$^+$ ions during the Li$^+$ ion intercalation process. Graphene sheets are extremely attractive for energy storage applications because of their very high theoretical surface area of 2630 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$. These extraordinary features of graphene serve as key components in high-performance electrochemical energy storage and conversion devices.

Graphene-based ultracapacitors were developed by Ruoff and co-workers. Yang et al. showed capillary compression of gel-based prototype electrochemical capacitors containing both a volatile and nonvolatile electrolyte with a high packing density. Notably, El-Kady et al. used direct laser induced reduction of graphite oxide films with high electrical conductivity and specific surface area as electrochemical electrodes without using any binders or current collectors. These graphite oxide films exhibit ultrahigh energy density values and excellent cycle stability. However, these 2D nanomaterials showed tendency of aggregation during the electrode fabrication process, which significantly decreases catalytic cycling stability. It is important to study the various experimental aspects such as electrode polarizability, electrolyte dynamics, possible chemical processes, structural defects in the electrodes and pore characteristics of GO and rGO as electrode material in LIB. Hybridization of the 2D nanomaterial with another type of nanomaterial as an effective approach to address these issues. 2D porous graphene hybrids with carbon or metal oxides are excellent examples of anode materials for lithium storage. Additionally, transition-metal oxide nanocrystals such as MnO$_2$, RuO$_2$, and Fe$_3$O$_4$ have been widely investigated as electrode materials in pseudocapacitors. However, the energy storage capacity for large scale applications is limited owing to their high electrical resistance and poor electrochemical reversibility. Graphene can act as a substrate for better distribution of transition metal oxide NCs for rapid electron transmission. Dispersed metal oxide NCs on the graphene can effectively prevent the stacking of graphene sheets, leading to higher available surface areas for the charge storage (Figure 10a). The electrochemical performance of graphene/Mn$_3$O$_4$, graphene/Fe$_3$O$_4$, and graphene/CoO composites as supercapacitor anode materials have been investigated. These hybrids were found to exhibit enhanced capacitance compared to that of pristine graphene and pure NCs, and showed high current density while...
maintaining long term cycling stability. Qian et al. developed a simple, environmentally friendly, chemical approach for decorating the reduced GO with transition-metal (Fe, Mn, Co) oxide NCs. The capacitance of as-prepared graphene/Mn3O4 composite reaches a value of 239.6 F/g, when employed as the anode material in neutral NaCl electrolyte solutions. These results indicate synergetic effects from both graphene and Mn3O4 NCs (Figure 10b).

Moreover, graphene can provide a direct conductive path for oxides metal nanoparticles, without the need of conductive carbon black as fillers. Galvanostatic charge–discharge curves of graphene/Mn3O4 composite have been measured at different current densities of 1, 5 and 20 mA cm–2. Figure 10c shows the cycling stability test for graphene/Mn3O4 composites. The decrease in capacitance by ~12.6% after 2000 cycles suggests potential for supercapacitor applications. Hence, using high quality exfoliated graphene as a conductive substrate provides efficient electron transfer channels attached to NCs, as well as contributes to double layer capacitance to the overall energy storage. In addition to graphene, metal chalcogenides (e.g., MoS2, WS2) MXenes (e.g., Ti3C2) and metal hydroxides (e.g., β-Co(OH)2) have also shown promising results as electrodes in supercapacitor devices.

MoS2 is of interest owing to the analogous layered structure of S–Mo–S with graphite as well as its higher intrinsic ionic conductivity with high lithium storage capacity. Ajayan et al. utilized a direct laser-patterned MoS2 based microsupercapacitor with a volumetric capacitance of 178 F cm–3 and excellent cyclic performance. Yang and co-workers have synthesized edge-oriented MoS2 nanoporous films by electrochemical anodization and showed a specific capacity 14.5 mF/cm2 from galvanostatic charge–discharge measurements. A series of hydrothermally synthesized mesoporous MoS2 nanostructure have also been reported for high performance supercapacitor applications.

Chhowalla et al. used metallic 1T-phase MoS2 nanosheets as promising electrode materials for supercapacitor applications. Nanosheets of MoS2 were prepared by chemical exfoliation having a metallic 1T phase with high concentration. The prepared materials can electrochemically intercalate several ions such as H+, Li+, Na+ and K+ with extraordinary efficiency and realize capacitance values ranging from ~400 to ~700 F cm–3 in a variety of aqueous electrolytes.

Despite the high performance, the structural deterioration of MoS2 due to a large volume change during charge–discharge cycling limits their large scale application. Attempts have been made to improve the electrical conductivity and the structural stability of MoS2-based electrode materials. Various carbonaceous materials, such as carbon fibers, carbon spheres, or graphene have been employed to form a composite with MoS2 for this purpose. A carbon component can enhance the conductivity and concurrently buffer the volume changes of MoS2 during the lithiation–delithiation reaction leading to fast electrode kinetics and stable cycling performance. Chang et al. developed a solution-phase method to prepare a 3D MoS2/graphene composite that exhibited a specific capacity of ~1100 mAh g–1. A two-step strategy was also proposed by Wang et al. to grow honeycomb-like MoS2 nanosheets anchored into 3D graphene foam, which displayed a discharge capacity of 1050 mAh g–1 at a current density of 200 mA g–1 after 60 cycles.

Liu et al. developed MoS2/graphene nanocomposite by hydrolyzing the lithiated MoS2, which deliver a reversible capacity of 1300–1400 mAh g–1. Teng et al. designed composite nanostructure with MoS2 nanosheets grown perpendicularly on graphene sheets (MoS2/G composite) by a facile and scalable hydrothermal method (Figure 11a). The formation of this type of architecture prevents the restacking of graphene sheets as well as agglomeration of MoS2 nanosheets during charge/discharge processes. MoS2/G composite employed as an anode of LIB, and electrochemical measurements demonstrates a high reversible capacity, a superior rate capability and a long cycle life. The electrode displays an excellent reversible capacity after 150 cycles retaining 92.8% of the initial reversible capacity and a stable cycle life after 400 cycles (Figures 11b–11c).

The improved performance is associated with a large number of electrochemically active sites due to the vertical growth of MoS2 nanosheets on the graphene sheets. The MoS2 NCs ensures facile penetration of the electrolyte and shortens the diffusion path of lithium ions. Hence, graphene-based hierarchical composite can be considered as a promising anode material for high performance LIB. Tang et al. developed a controllable synthesis of sandwiched nanocomposites using PPy ultrathin films on 2D MoS2 monolayers and consequently used as supercapacitor electrodes with a record high specific capacitance, remarkable rate capability, superior power density and energy density. In another interesting example, Rao and co-workers fabricated conducting polymer-based high performance supercapacitors using polyaniline (PANI) with nanosheets of nitrogen-doped RGO, BC1x3N, MoS2 and WS2. Notably, 2D nanosheet surfaces control the growth of conducting polymers via strong coordination with nitrogen atoms of PANI or polypyrrole (Ppy) with the transition-metal centers of metal dichalcogenides. On the other hand, due to combination metal dichalcogenides with conducting polymers, the poor conductivity of pure MoS2 can be improved. These systems are ideal for supercapacitor applications with exceptional energy and power density.

Gogotsi and co-workers pioneered as a new family of promising 2D supercapacitor electrode materials, so-called MXenes. MXenes are prepared from layered hexagonal MAX phases, which include more than 60 forms of ternary nitrides or carbides. In MAX, M represents an early transition metal (e.g., Ti, V, Cr, Nb, etc.), A denotes an A-group element (e.g., Al, Si, Sn, In, etc.), and X means C or N. They have shown a binder-free Ti3C2T x MXene material with high flexibility and high volumetric capacitance in aqueous electrolyte NaOH. In particular, flexible supercapacitor devices with high performance and long-term stability show great potential for applications in portable electronic devices. MXenes considered as flexible and conductive material typically show higher energy storage ability for pseudo-supercapacitor application, compared to carbon-based materials and larger conductivity compared to transition-metal oxides. Gogotsi and co-workers produced multifunctional composite films based on Ti3C2T x MXene with either a charged polydiallyldimethyl-
ammonium chloride (PDPA) or an electrically neutral polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) with excellent mechanical and electrochemical properties (Figures 12a–12c). These composite films illustrate impressive capacitive performance as high as 528 F/cm² for energy storage devices (Figure 12d). To date, the investigation of MXenes-based electrode materials is limited and intensive efforts required along this direction to realize realistic applications.

In contrast to the LIBs, Na-ion batteries (NIBs) can satisfy the requirements of grid-level storage. Na is an earth abundant element and ubiquitous around the globe. In addition, NIBs similarly have a rocking chair operation mechanism with LIBs, which potentially provides high reversibility and long cycling life. For example, Yu et al. prepared an interesting structure of embedding single-layered MoS₂ nanoplates in carbon nanofibers, which delivers a high reversible Na ion storage capacity of 854 mAh g⁻¹. A general schematic illustration for various nanocomposite formation is shown in Figure 13. 3D MoS₂-graphene microspheres show a capacity of 322 mAh g⁻¹ at a current density of 1.5 A g⁻¹. Sheet-on-sheet structured MoS₂/rGO nanocomposites show a reversible Na ion storage capacity of 338 mAh g⁻¹ and 702 mA h g⁻¹, respectively. The high abundance and low cost of Na and its low redox potential (0.3 V above that of lithium) makes rechargeable sodium ion batteries (SIBs) an alternative to LIBs. However, improvement of supercapacitor performance using novel electrode materials accompanied by low-cost production necessitates a deep fundamental understanding of the charge storage mechanisms, transport pathways of electrons and ions and electrochemically active sites.

4. Conclusion

2D materials-based electrochemistry is an extremely important field for energy conversion and storage applications. We reviewed the electrochemical properties of advanced, low cost, recently reported 2D materials for energy applications and storage. 2D nanostructures possess excellent mobility, high surface area, morphology tunability and offers the possibility to tailor the surface properties for various applications in exceptional ways. Hybrid 2D structures have shown high efficiency in terms of energy density although further improvement in fabrication techniques is important in order to contribute widespread implementation of fuel cells and devices. Moreover, it is important to develop low-cost, lightweight and high performance 2D materials, which are prepared by scalable solution processing with earth-abundant and environment-friendly sources to create future energy conversion and storage devices with superior power density and energy density. We believe that understanding the catalytic nature of these 2D materials using in situ characterization techniques, theoretical simulations and combining these with the development of suitable synthetic technology, would create real catalytic-based device applications. For example, Nakamura et al. very recently reported detailed characterization of ORR active sites by using HOPG-based model catalysts with well-controlled nitrogen atom doping. Carbon atoms with Lewis basicity next
nanostructured materials such as nanoporous materials may create another possibility because their application to wide range of usages have been well investigated. For example, direct formation of alternate layer-by-layer structures between graphene oxides (2D materials) and coordination polymers (nanoporous materials) have been reported together with their outstanding electrocatalytic activity and excellent durability for the oxygen reduction reaction. These fabrication processes may be linked even with organic synthetic approaches and supramolecular organization. However, more important efforts for practical usage and industrial applications would be those for mass production, which would be a crucial step for further development of 2D materials.
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